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Des Moines

Music Speaks- Music Therapy
The next Stroke Club Meeting is
Tuesday July 19th, at 7:00p.m. at
New Hope United Methodist Church
at 4525 Beaver Ave., Des Moines.
The church is accessible.
This month our speaker will be
Maggie Scheppmann, MT- BC.
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Maggie is a Board Certified Music
Therapist providing services in Central
Iowa. She is employed with Music
Speaks Music Therapy. She received
her degree: Bachelor of Music in Music
therapy from the University of Iowa.
Music Therapy is an established health
profession using music based
interventions to address the physical,
cognitive, social and emotional
needs of adults and children with
special needs (AMTA, 2015). Music
therapists collaborate with the client
and caregiver(s) to determine the
specific needs that music therapy
might help to address. Live music
and rhythm are provided within the
interventions to progress toward the

NEED
A LIFT
Need a ride to Stroke Club Meeting?

Call Amy Johnson at
263-5166 to arrange a ride.
Please call her rather than the person
who may be your “usual driver”.
This will allow Amy to know how
to plan for rides and drivers.

discussed goals. As in all therapies,
interaction is encouraged. However,
there are many ways the client may
interact without singing or playing an
instrument. Absolutely no musical
skill or background is needed to be
successful within a music therapy
session. Goals may include pain
management, improved verbal and
nonverbal expression, improved mood,
and increased physical movement.
Other goals may address feelings of
isolation, spiritual distress or confusion,
or even simply providing an opportunity
for unique and positive interaction with
the client and family members.
Please plan to join us and learn about
this wonderful service.
As a reminder if you have something
special you would like to see in the
newsletter please don’t hesitate to
let me know. My phone # is (515)
241-8139. My email address is sue.
toaleknapp@unitypoint.org
Thanks, your Newsletter Editor,
Sue Toale Knapp.
If you are afraid you will forget to call,
do it now!! Please call no later than
9:00am the day before the meeting
and preferably the Friday before the
Tuesday meeting. This will allow Amy
enough time to schedule a ride for you.
You will receive a call before the
meeting regarding who will pick you up
the night of meeting. We have several
volunteers who are willing to provide
you a ride to Stroke Club.

Stroke Camp
Des Moines University Department of Physical
Therapy is sponsoring their annual Stroke Camp
August 22-26, 2016. The camp is an elective course
for the Doctor of Physical Therapy students.
The camp will run daily from 8:30a.m.-3:00p.m.
and will include individualized therapy for each of
the volunteer ‘patients’ with stroke. There is no
cost to attend the camp.

How will you benefit by
volunteering as a ‘patient?

4th of July Trivia
• The Fourth of July is one of the few federal
holidays that have not been moved to the
nearest Friday or Monday.
• Each year, the U. S. spends more than
$200 million importing fireworks from China.
• Sadly, the majority of our nation’s flags and
patriotic paraphernalia in relation to the
Fourth of July are actually made in China
and Mexico, not the U.S.
• Calvin Coolidge is the only President to
be born on the Fourth of July.
• Why fireworks on the Fourth of July?
Fireworks have been used to celebrate
special occasions for some time, even
before the American Revolution. Our
founding Father’s even believed in
celebrating our independence with fireworks.
In a famous letter John Adams wrote to his
wife, he states how the holiday deserves
to be celebrated with “illuminations” or
fireworks. “The day will be most memorable
in the history of America. I am apt to believe
that it will be celebrated by succeeding
generations as the great anniversary
festival. It ought to be solemnized with
pomp and parade, bonfires and illuminations
(fireworks) from one end of this continent to
the other, from this time forward
forever more.”
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1. Testing as to how you move and function will
be completed the first and last day of camp. The
results will show how you have improved during
the week and may be shared with your physician.
2. Enjoy the camaraderie of others with stroke
3. Serve as a ‘teacher’ for the physical therapy
students, making them better clinicians for their
future patients
4. Leave with an updated home exercise program
5. Benefits from a week of fun
6. Improve your walking, endurance, and function.
Past participants have made amazing progress
during the week.
Please consider volunteering for Stroke Camp.
Anyone who has had a previous stroke (no matter
how long ago) and is willing to work hard and attend
each day is welcome. Unfortunately transportation is
not provided. If you are interested or need additional
information please contact: Kathy Mercuris, PT,DHS
at Kathy.mercuris@dmu.edu or 515-271-1734.
Please respond by July 22, 2016

Aphasia Group
The Aphasia group meets the 2nd and 4th
Tuesdays of each month from 12:30-1:30p.m.
The group meets at Mercy Riverside, which is
located to 501 SW 7th St. Suite Q, Des Moines,
IA 50309. Sue Fagg, Speech Language Pathologist
for Mercy Medical Center is the group leader.
Interested persons can call Sue at 515-643-9818
for more information or directions to the facility.

10 Health Habits You’ll Never Regret Doing
By: Dr. David Samadi
We all have regrets in life. Maybe
you’ve didn’t travel as much as you
would have liked or you stayed too
long in a bad relationship.
When it comes to our health, there
can also be regrets. But if you start
now there is still time to garner health
benefits bringing fulfillment and
enjoyment to your life for many years
to come. The secret is to begin now
and keep practicing these health habits
on a regular basis to watch them come
to fruition.
1. Always wearing sunscreen
Wrinkles, moles and skin cancer can
largely be avoided by the regular use
of sunscreen. Look for sunscreens
with an SPF 15 or higher stating it has
broad-spectrum coverage. This term
means the product protects both
types of rays: UVB and UVA. UVB
rays burn skin — thinks of the “B”
for “burn.” UVA rays can age skin —
think of the “A” for “aging.” Also look
for sunscreens stating they are water
resistant.

4. Never or having stopped
smoking. If you’ve never smoked,
you made a smart decision. People
who have never picked up the habit
are not chained to a paper stick that’s
expensive and can ruin your health.
If you’ve kicked the habit — good for
you! Within 20 minutes after stopping
smoking, your heart rate returns to
normal, within 2 hours your blood
pressure and circulation improve,
within 12 hours your carbon monoxide
levels lower, and within 24 hours your
risk for heart disease is spiraling
itself down.
5. Each day taking time to destress
We can’t really avoid stress completely
but we can do things to help us
destress each day. Anything that can
help you feel calm, at peace and more
relaxed, is a step in dealing with stress
better and healthier for you in the long
run. Some ways to do this could be
meditation, drinking green tea, listening
to music, getting a massage, taking a
hot bath or going for a long walk.

your age, gender, body frame size
and height. It’s when we go up and
down the scale over the years we
tend to get our metabolism out of
whack making it harder to reach the
weight meant for you.
8. Eating healthy foods 90% of
the time. Notice I didn’t say 100%!
We all like the occasional dessert
but when we make eating healthy
nutritious food a priority and we see
how it makes us look and feel, there
really is no point in going back to bad
eating habits. When you choose to
eat lots of fruits, veggies, nuts, whole
grains, healthy dairy and lean protein,
you’ll see the result in better skin, hair,
digestion and overall health.

9. Choosing water as your main
beverage. Water is the cheapest
most natural form of fluid our body
requires daily. When we learn to like
the taste of water instead of grabbing
a flavored beverage we don’t become
reliant on an unnatural fluid choice.
Water obviously keeps us hydrated
6. Being grateful Showing gratitude but it also energizes our muscles,
can help nourish your mind, body, and controls our calorie intake (water
2. Making physical fitness a priority soul. Studies have even shown having has no calories), gives us great skin,
All that time spent on the couch or
maintains normal bowel functioning
and practicing gratitude helps us live
sitting in front of a computer does
and flushes out waste products our
a healthier and more fulfilling life.
not do a body good. Exercise keeps
body doesn’t need.
Being grateful promotes happiness,
your weight in check along with
improves self-esteem, helps you sleep
releasing endorphins providing a “feel better, reduces aggression, and helps 10. Regular physical checkups
good” rush after you’re done. Keeping develops resilience. Writing down in a Routine health screenings for both
men and women are essential to
yourself in shape also pays off in
journal each day what you are grateful keeping tabs on your health and to
the years to come as you age more
for can be a start towards practicing
spot potential problems early. When
gracefully looking years younger.
this health habit.
we get regular checkups it can bring
3. Taking care of your teeth
7. Maintaining a healthy body
peace of mind when everything
A beautiful smile is a healthy smile.
weight. The key here is healthy body comes out good but even if it doesn’t,
Smiling is one of the first things we
weight — you do not have to be stick because you do frequent screenings
notice about another person and if
thin to be healthy. We all come in
the likelihood of overcoming the
they have taken good care of their
different sizes and shapes and what
health condition is much better.
teeth, it clearly shows. Brush, floss,
weight looks good on one person will Reference: www.huffingtonpost.com
and regular visits to the dentist are
not be the same for someone else.
not to be ignored. Besides, wearing
The idea is throughout your life keep
dentures or having poor oral hygiene
your weight within a range suitable for
makes eating a lot less enjoyable.
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Meds That Make the Cut

But sometimes the safety of splitting or crushing
tablets is not so clear-cut. Here’s a quick guide.

Knowing what pills are
safe to split or crush –
and which are not

Read the Fine Print. For over-the-counter
medications, read the Drug Facts Label. If a
medication should not be cut, crushed or chewed,
the label will state that. For prescription drugs,
read the information insert that comes with your
prescription.

Cutting certain pills can save you money, giving
you two doses of medication for the price of one.
And crushing some pills can make them a little
easier to swallow – or more appealing to a child if
the powder is mixed with applesauce or pudding.
But a variety of pills are meant to be taken whole,
and cutting or crushing them affects the way the
medication is released and/or absorbed.
The result: potentially serious side effects.
In general, pills can be cut or crushed if they are
scored (have a line) down the middle, says Donald
Miller, PharmD, professor of pharmacy at North
Dakota State University in Fargo and a member
of the FDA’s Arthritis Advisory Committee.

Take Note of the Name. Products containing
the following words in their names should not be
cut, crushed or otherwise altered because they are
formulated to be released over time or digested in
the small intestine to protect the stomach: extended
release (ER), time release, long-acting, time-delayed,
safety coated, comfort coated, enteric coated and
controlled dose.
Ask Your Pharmacist. If in doubt, go to the expert.
Your pharmacist can tell you if a medication may
be crushed or cut or if it must be taken in its
original form.
Reference: Arthritis Today November/December 2015

A Bit of Humor ACTS 2:38
An elderly woman had just returned to her home from an evening of religious service when she was startled by an
intruder. As she caught the man in the act of robbing her home of its valuables, she yelled, ‘Stop -Acts 2:38!’
(..turn from your sin...).
The burglar stopped dead in his tracks. The woman calmly called the police and explained what she had done. As
the officer cuffed the man to take him in, he asked the burglar, ‘Why did you just stand there? All she did was yell a
scripture to you.’ ‘Scripture?’ replied the burglar, ‘She said she had an AXE and two 38’s!’
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Caregiver
CORNER

By Kristine Dwyer, LSW
In the 1960s, TV celebrity Ed Sullivan featured a
Chinese talent artist who demonstrated the careful
balance and timing of spinning porcelain plates atop
thin, wooden sticks. The key was to start spinning a
stack of plates one at a time and then dash from plate
to plate keeping each one in motion to prevent them
from crashing to the floor. Viewers watched
in amazement as plates slowed their pace and began
to wobble precariously, yet miraculously the man was
able to reach each plate at the last second just before
it tipped. The artist then ended the performance by
quickly gathering up each teetering plate into a neat
pile without a single disaster.
Caregiving today can often be compared to this
entertaining yet realistic experience. Balancing the
multiple roles and responsibilities of our lives is a
constant challenge. Each plate may represent a
different part of our lives as we work tirelessly to
maintain motion and balance. They can symbolize
personal needs, marriage, family, career, friendships,
health issues, finances, social and physical activities.
These are the “plates” of everyday life that one can
expect to spin. Then when one becomes a caregiver,
several more plates are added such as personal and
medical care, transportation, supervision of safety
needs, emotional support, companionship, financial
oversight and decision-making for the well- being of
a loved one. Add in the weight of a few unexpected
events such as sudden illness, job loss, or a divorce and
it can be very difficult to keep all of the plates spinning
in unison without a calamity.
Although we want to avoid losing our momentum,
a sudden crash of a plate or an unexpected personal
emergency can be a time of awakening. It can also be
a call to reprioritize as we evaluate the results of a fallen
plate. One may ask, “Should I keep spinning these plates
alone or ask for help?” “Should I remove a plate before
it falls, or perhaps set one or two aside to focus on fewer
plates for a while?” Keeping an eye on our spinning

plates is important to assess our capabilities and the
challenges we are facing. If we live in a continuous
scramble between the plates, we may lose our focus
on what is truly important and jeopardize our own
health and safety, not to mention the well-being of
those we care about.
Caregiving for a loved one may last for months or many
years. In addition, the number of plates may change or
be replaced as life unfolds and we strive for a healthy
balance. Whether you decide to keep all of the plates
spinning at once or set a few aside, caregiving support
can be received in many ways: attend a support group
or personal counseling sessions to gain a perspective
of the caregiving situation, build a support network to
include family, friends, medical personnel, clergy and
a social worker/care manager, accept assistance with
personal care needs from family members and friends
to lighten the load, hire private help even a few hours a
week for household and chore services, accept respite
care opportunities to allow a break from caregiving and
find ways to renew one’s own body, mind and spirit.
We may not all be as talented as the Chinese balance
artist, but we can use our own inner resources and
the help from others to attain steadiness in our lives.
Providing care to someone in need may be one of the
most important roles one will ever fill in a lifetime, yet
it does not have to be done alone. The first step is to
recognize that we are spinning too many plates or that
the plates are teetering out of control. The second step
is to ask for help. This is a sign of strength, not weakness,
and is the surest way to keep all of the facets of our lives
in careful balance.
Kristine Dwyer is a Caregiver Consultant and Licensed
Social Worker with Carlton County Public Health and
Human Services in Cloquet, Minnesota. She is also a past
and current caregiver for family members.
Reference: Caregiver.com
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5 Ways Nutrition Can
Help Prevent Stroke
Posted by Christa Knox May 12 2016

Most strokes are due to a lack of oxygen
to the vascular system in the brain due to
a blockage. To lower your risk of blocked
arteries and stroke, here are five ways
nutrition can support your body:

1. Omega-3 Fatty Acids. Sources: Fish oil,

fish, grass-fed meats, flaxseeds, and walnuts.
Omega-3s are Essential Fatty Acids, meaning
they are essential for life, but our bodies cannot
make them. Look for fish oil that contains a high
amount of DHA and EPA and aim to get between
200-1,000mg/day through supplementation or
by eating two to four servings of fish a week.

2. Healthy Fats. Sources: Coconut, avocado,

cold water fish (i.e., salmon, sardines, halibut),
nuts, seeds, and olive oil. Healthy fats can actually
lower your LDL “bad” cholesterol levels and
heart disease risk. In fact, the five to 23 years and
found that there is no significant evidence for
concluding that dietary saturated fat is associated
with an increased risk of coronary heart disease,
stroke, or cardiovascular disease.

3. Cut out—or cut back on— sugar and
wheat. Harmful sources: soda, baked goods,

candy, high fructose corn syrup, packaged foods,
snacks, juice, and salad dressings. Swap refined
sugar for whole food sweeteners: coconut sugar,
honey, maple syrup, fruit. Read labels and steer
clear of anything with a sweetener (“healthy”
or not) listed in the first five ingredients. Eliminate
anything with artificial sweeteners. Refined grains
convert to sugar, and studies have shown that
glucose can contribute to inflammation and
hardened arteries. Stick to whole grains, such as
oatmeal, as high-fiber carbohydrates
are suggested to produce less inflammation.
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4. Get plenty of antioxidants. Sources:

Leafy greens, green tea, spices, brightly-colored
produce, dark chocolate, coffee, and nuts.
Not only do foods high in antioxidants contain
a plethora of vitamins, minerals, and compounds
that support your whole system, but they
can also prevent the oxidation of your LDL
“bad” cholesterol, which reduces your risk of
atherosclerosis and stroke.

5. Adopt the Mediterranean Diet, which

encapsulates all four recommendations above
and is associated with a lower risk of incident
coronary heart disease and stroke. The
traditional Mediterranean diet is rich in fruits,
spices, vegetables, fish, and healthy fats, and is
low in refined grains and sweets.

And remember, don’t become overwhelmed about
your daily intake or by foods that have been vilified
such as potatoes, healthy fats, rice, coffee, fish,
tropical fruits, and eggs. At the end of the day, just
eat real food.
Christa Knox, MA, MScN, is a stroke survivor and
functional nutritionist in Portland, Ore.
Reference: strokesmart.org

Gumption Traps
In his book,” Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance”, Robert Pirsig, talks about Gumption Traps.
These are the activities that we take on at the last minute
that go bad because we did not have the time, energy, or
planning to allow for unforeseen, but likely problems. For
example, deciding to change a faucet at 6pm on Sunday
evening. I guarantee that any home repair involving water
will go bad if taken on after the hardware store closes.
Another example might be sitting down with your partner
at 8:30 Monday evening to start working on taxes. We
start the project, hit the wall, and feel our energy leaving
us and our patience wearing thin. If the activity involves
another person we start to see them as part of the
problem rather than a source of help.

A REMINDER OF WHAT
YOU WILL FIND AT
STROKE CLUB:
• Friendly people, like you, who
have survived a stroke
• Care providers of stroke
survivors: wives, husbands,
sons, daughters
• Rehabilitation professionals:
PT’s, OT’s, Speech Language
Pathologists, Social Workers,
Recreational Therapists, Nurses
and Rehab Administrators

So, how do we avoid these traps? First, know that they
are there and know our limits. Our personal energy ebbs
and flows throughout the day so we need to start with
self-awareness. We are more likely to fall into these
traps when we are tired or rushed. Second, slow down.
In the face of problems, our emotions get activated and
we try to avoid the pain by rushing through a task that
then becomes increasingly unpleasant. Consequently, it
becomes less likely to turn out well. If we are monitoring
our feelings and are aware that we are feeling impatient,
frustrated, or angry, it is time to step back. Take a deep
breath, or several, and re-evaluate the situation. When
our emotions are activated, our problem solving skills
deteriorate. Slowing down, or taking a break gives us an
opportunity to shut down the emotions and recharge
our thinking brain. Third, we need to accept our limits.
Know that we have a limited amount of time and energy
and using our personal resources effectively means being
aware of our own limits. Pirsig calls these “Gumption
Traps” because we run out of “Gumption” before we
complete the task at hand. Being aware of our own
“Gumption Traps” can go a long way to helping us avoid
them.

• A large lending library of books,
videotapes and home therapy
materials

So, have a good weekend and be sure the hardware store
is open before you put a wrench to the faucet.

It is a very active group. You have to join
like a listserv and you post a question or
issue and the group will email you back
suggestions. Everyone in the group has
survived a stroke and has great ideas
they are willing to share.

Reference: Employee and Student Assistance Program
UnityPoint Health

• Great Door Prizes!!

Online Support Group
For those of you looking for an online
support group here is a website for you:
http://www.strokenetwork.org/.
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3 Nurses in Heaven
Three nurses went to heaven and were awaiting
their turn with St. Peter to plead their case to
enter the pearly gates.
The first nurse said, “I worked in an emergency
room. We tried our best to help patients, even
though occasionally we did lose one. I think I
deserve to go to heaven.” St. Peter looked at her
file and admitted her to heaven.
The second nurse said, “I worked in an operating
room. It was a very high-stress environment, and
we did our best. Sometimes the patients were too
sick and we would lose them, but overall we tried
very hard.” St. Peter looked at her file and admitted
her to heaven.
The third nurse said, “I was a case manager for an
HMO.” St. Peter looked at her file. He pulled out a
calculator and started punching away at it furiously,

constantly going back to the nurse’s file. After a
few minutes, St. Peter looked up, smiled, and said,
“Congratulations! You’ve been admitted to heaven ...
for five days!”
Received from ArcaMax Jokes.
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